
 
 

 

 

TSN ONLINE CATALOG 
INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE  

 
TSN has introduced an online catalog of their complete line of supply products.  This catalog 
is a useful tool to help both McLane and its customers identify available items as well as 
capture specific items and create a unique list for ordering reference. 
 
There are two separate links on the McLane website (www.mclaneco.com) where the TSN 
Supply On-Line Catalog can be found: 
 

1. The first is found on the right side of the Home Page under “Customer Resources.” 
Once you click this link it takes you to several listings: click on “TSN” to continue to 
the catalog.   
 

2. The second and preferred method of navigating to the TSN Supply Catalog for McLane 
and Customers is again through the McLane Home Page: sign in to My McLane, select 
“Strategic Merchandising Solutions” and under “Programs” you will find “TSN.”  Click 
there to proceed to our Portal page. 
 
 

Under the SMS/TSN Supply Portal page there will be an introduction as well as a few key 
points, pictures and a resource to match manufacturers to their product categories. 
 
Once at the Welcome page to the TSN On-Line Catalog you must set up a Username and 
Password.  Please make note of this and keep in a secure location for future use.  When 
logged in, products can be searched for in several ways.  Here are a few steps to make note 
of: 
 

  Be sure you are on the “STEP 1 – SELECT ITEMS” screen, found in the gray bar toward 
top of page. 

 To search by Product Info, enter the Manufacturer Name for a full list of their items. 

 To search by Keyword, enter part or all of item you are looking for.  EX:  “Trash Can 
Liners” will list Trash Bags, Trash Receptacles, Can Liners, Pan Liners, Crock Pot 
Liners, etc.  Just listing “Liners” would exclude manufacturer descriptions of Trash 
Bags so you may not get optimal results. 

 To search by Classification, click on a specific category listed to pull that listing.  
NOTE:  this search may pull a very large list of items. 

 All items listed include Manufacturer Description, McLane UIN and size, as well as 
pictures and manufacturer links.  Click “View” on an item for a broader description. 

 
Since the different search functions may provide excess items or not all items of a certain 
product, we encourage users to utilize our Manufacturer/Category reference, and then search 
by “Manufacturer Name.”  So, if you are looking for Straws, you can pull the few vendors that 
supply these to TSN/McLane and also view their other products. 
 
 
 

http://www.mclaneco.com/


 
 

Making a Unique List for Ordering Reference: 
 
Once the item is found through one of the search options, you can select and save items on a 
list for future reference and for ordering reference.  NOTE:  this site is not set up for on-line  
ordering.  These lists are to be used as a tool for when supply items are ordered through the 
normal McLane process.  To make a list:  
 

1. Find the item and click on “Add & Edit” 
2. Edit the item by adding Price, Brief Description and the Product Numbers that will 

show; these are all optional fields. 
3. The “Quick Add” function can be used if no editing or pricing is needed 
4. Click “Save” then repeat the process for all items wanted on list. 
5. Select “STEP 2 – REVIEW ITEMS” (in gray header bar) to ensure your list is complete; 

edit if necessary. 
6. Select “STEP 3 – SAVE LIST” and provide a unique name to this list for future 

reference.   
 
Since your list will include the McLane UIN’s, it can easily be used as a tool when placing your 
order with McLane.  To view, edit or print your list, click on “Lists” in the upper right corner, 
“Edit” the list of your choosing, then select “STEP 2 – Review Items.”  This will provide your 
list in full for changes or printing. 
 
TSN is excited to bring this item viewing capability through McLane and know it will result in 
efficient and fast sourcing and reordering processes for all customers.  Having specific supply 
lists created for individual stores or chains will optimize the time spent for replenishment of 
current items.  In addition, some of the miscellaneous and non-common items can easily be 
found and now purchased through McLane where customers may not have known of their 
availability. 
 
We look forward to assisting in this new process and are available for any questions, 
comments and feedback. 
 
Also included on the SMS/TSN Portal page is a listing of the TSN National Sales Team and what 
specific McLane divisions they are assigned to. 
 


